Kintbury St Mary’s CE Primary School
English
This term we will use
the book The Dancing Bear by
Michael Morpurgo and Mountains of
the World by Dieter Braun to inspire:
 Letter Writing
 Persuasive Writing
 Information Writing
We will embed the grammar and
spelling rules learned throughout the
year in our writing and develop our
editing for improvement skills as
writers.

Music
This term Mrs Key-Stevens will be
teaching our Music lessons and
will be helping the children to
develop their understanding of the
interrelated dimensions of music,
such as pitch, rhythm and
dynamics.

PE
We will be working with the SCL team
coach Mr Grainger to develop our
fitness and team sport skills
on a Monday and Friday.

Maths
As a school, we follow White Rose
Maths. Please look out for the weekly
newsflash to keep up with the areas
of the Math’s curriculum that we are
covering week by week. This term we
will be focusing
on fractions
before moving on
to measurement
of time. We will continue with our
Friday Maths Challenge where we
deepen our understanding of the
Maths skills we are learning.

Science
This term, Year 3 will be learning
about forces. They will be
investigating friction, gravity and
air resistance. Children will plan
and conduct their own
investigations to explore which
factors can affect the impact of
these
forces.

YEAR 3 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Summer Term 2021

Settlements and Mountains
Geography
We will be studying the physical geography of Mountains, at what
altitude does snow never melt? Why don’t tree’s grow
above a certain point? We will also explore the human
geography of settlements, relating this to our own
beautiful village of Kintbury.
French
This term we will continue to
develop our conversational French
skills, building on our
prior learning of
greetings, numbers and colours.

RE
Our focus religion this term is
Christianity.
Our theme is:
Salvation
During this term we will explore the
idea:
The birth of the Christian church.

PSHE
This term our focus will be on Selfesteem, looking to build self-belief
and resilience. We will celebrate our
personal strengths and learn to
recognise our skills sets and how we
can apply them in
other areas of our
lives.

Art, Design and Technology
We will be developing our design and technology skills by building a
whole class model of an 11th century settlement. We will also be working
on perspective and use of colour when we create our representations of
mountainous landscapes.

